
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

President  

Washington, D.C. 
 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
The Washington Regional Association of Grantmakers (WRAG), a nonprofit membership association 
comprised of over 100 of the most well-respected foundations and corporate giving programs in the greater 
Washington, D.C. region, is seeking nominations and applications for the position of President. This 
exceptional opportunity to lead a unique philanthropic association dedicated to creating an equitable and 
healthy greater D.C. region will require an inspirational leader who can drive WRAG’s vision, be a leading 
voice for racial equity in the region, steward and strengthen its membership to increase giving and impact, 
build upon its successful programs in innovative ways, and ensure the organization’s continued sustainability 
and success. 
 
The WRAG network provides a robust arena for grantmakers to network, learn, problem-solve, and develop 
collaborative solutions to achieve greater impact. In addition to its leadership in the region on issues of racial 
equity, WRAG also has a dedicated and exemplary history of supporting advocacy, building knowledge and 
expertise in specific jurisdictions, responding to new trends in philanthropy, building knowledge of innovations 
in philanthropic giving models, and expanding cross-sector support and convening.  
 
The next President will step into an organization with a longstanding, small but high-performing staff; a diverse 
and engaged board; and a strong membership base of independent, family, corporate, and community 
foundations, CSR offices, donor advised funds, philanthropic advisors, and philanthropic support 
organizations. With energetic support for continued innovation and pushing boundaries, the President will 
have the opportunity to collaboratively build a refreshed vision and plan for WRAG’s next phase of work. 
He/she/they (they) will contribute new directions and ideas for how to increase giving and impact across the 
region, bring leadership to conversations that further the understanding of structural racism and its effects, 
and continue to build programs that promote change towards a more equitable and just region. 
 
The President will be a dynamic and entrepreneurial leader who will build on WRAG’s strengths while 
identifying opportunities for organizational growth, financial sustainability, and expanded impact in the sector. 
The successful candidate will possess the vision and drive to lead in racial equity conversations and have 
experience successfully embedding racial equity in an organization and its programs. They will be a 
collaborative, strategic cross-sector leader with a proven commitment to and understanding of the greater 
D.C. region and have successfully built coalitions and partnerships between business, government, nonprofit, 
and community-based organizations to spark investment and advance systems change. They will have an in-
depth understanding of the challenges faced by disadvantaged communities and recognize the historical 
contexts and nuances of power dynamics inherent in philanthropy.   
 
The ideal candidate will have successful experience raising money from a variety of sources and building the 
voice of an organization to engage new stakeholders and build relationships. They will have led and mentored 
a high-performing staff in a resource-constrained environment, managed an engaged board, and successfully 



 

 

 

overseen the operational and financial health of an organization. The next President will be a highly-effective 
listener and communicator with a personal style that embodies humility, wisdom, and strength of character. 
 
WRAG is being assisted in this search by Katherine Jacobs and Callie Carroll of the national search firm, 
NPAG.  Additional information about nominations and applications can be found at the end of this document.   

 
ORGANIZATIONAL HISTORY & VISION 
 
Founded in 1992, the Washington Regional Association of Grantmakers promotes increased, effective, and 
responsible philanthropy through convenings, thought leadership, and facilitated networking to improve the 
health and vitality of the greater D.C. region and all who live here. In recent years, WRAG made an explicit 
commitment to racial equity and is bringing a leading voice to the region and to philanthropy nationally to 
support grantmaking organizations in building understanding and tools to use a racial equity lens in their work.   
 
After 12 years of exceptional leadership, Tamara Lucas Copeland is stepping down from her role as 
President. The next leader will have the opportunity to bring WRAG through a visioning and planning process 
for the next phase of its work. With the opportunity to dream big and envision new and innovative ways that 
WRAG can work towards an equitable region in which all can participate and prosper, the next President will 
build upon successful programs to further the organization’s value to its members and the region and reflect 
its commitment to racial equity. Critical opportunities and questions facing WRAG in its next stage include, 
but are not limited to, its role in the following areas: supporting advocacy, building knowledge and expertise 
in the region’s individual jurisdictions, responding to new trends in philanthropy, building knowledge of 
innovations in philanthropic giving models, and expanding cross-sector support and convening across the 
region.   

 
PROGRAMS AND WORKING GROUPS 
 
Each year, WRAG provides dozens of educational and networking opportunities for members to learn about 
critical issues from experts and each other. It connects members through in-person programs and events and 
keeps members, policymakers, and the media up-to-date about the field of philanthropy and its impact in the 
region. Key programs and convening opportunities include:  

• WRAG's Putting Racism on the Table learning and training series educates funders and other civic 
leaders on the many aspects of racism, including structural racism, white privilege, and implicit bias. 
The initiative is already translating into changes within foundations and corporations, and has been 
replicated by other associations across the country. 

• WRAG’s Institute for Corporate Social Responsibility, offered in partnership with Johns Hopkins 
University and the U.S. Chamber of Commerce Foundation's Corporate Citizenship Center, is a 
professional certificate program designed by and for corporate social responsibility professionals. 
Through the Institute, CSR practitioners across the country grow their skills and build a network of 
CSR colleagues. 

• Since 2014, WRAG and several members - Enterprise Community Partners, the Metropolitan 
Washington Council of Governments, Citi, and the Greater Washington Community Foundation - 
have convened the Housing Leaders Group of Greater Washington, a collection of more than a 
dozen public and private sector leaders concerned about housing affordability. The group has been 
examining the nature of the affordable housing shortage in the greater D.C. region; the relationship 
of housing affordability to economic growth; and strategies to increase affordable housing. 

• Through the Philanthropy Fellows program with the University of Maryland’s Do Good Institute, 
WRAG connects students in philanthropy and nonprofit management programs to fellowship 
positions with our member organizations. Since 2011, over 50 students have gained in-depth 
experience in philanthropy with over 30 funders, leading to a number of fellows taking on full-time 
positions in philanthropy upon graduation. 

http://www.nonprofitprofessionals.com/
https://www.washingtongrantmakers.org/events/upcoming
http://www.puttingracismonthetable.org/
https://dailywrag.com/2016/04/21/is-the-power-of-philanthropy-enough-to-move-the-needle-on-racism-yes-it-already-is/
http://instituteforcsr.org/
http://www.housingleadersgroup.org/
http://www.enterprisecommunity.org/resources/call-question-will-greater-washington-region-collaborate-and-invest-solve-its-affordable
https://www.washingtongrantmakers.org/philanthropy-fellows


 

 

 

• In 2015, WRAG hosted the first-ever Loudoun County Philanthropy Conference to introduce the 
region’s philanthropic community to the specific needs and opportunities in Loudoun County, Virginia, 
provide a venue for collectively exploring strategies for addressing those needs, and, ultimately, to 
encourage increased and more effective philanthropic investments in the county. The conference 
launched an ongoing cross-sector effort to advance equity and build opportunity.  

• WRAG’s CEO Coffee & Conversation series provides an opportunity for executives of grantmaking 
organizations to hear from thought leaders, discuss rising trends, and casually network with 
colleagues. 

Through working and affinity groups, issue briefings, and brown bag lunches, WRAG’s members gain the 
connections and information to develop informed, coordinated, and effective funding strategies. Discussions 
at WRAG convenings have sparked new initiatives and collaborations. The seeds of these projects often 
emerge from WRAG’s working groups, outlined below: 

• Racial Equity Working Group: In February 2017, WRAG launched the Racial Equity Working 
Group, which is made up of over 30 member organizations and is focused on: developing a vision for 
a racially equitable region; engaging with community to both listen and raise up their voices to 
authentically inform the work; and understanding and taking action at the systems and policy level to 
address racial equity. 

• Healthy Communities Working Group (HCWG): Started over 15 years ago, the Healthy 
Communities Working Group is committed to improving health in the region's communities and 
addressing issues of disparities in health status and outcomes related to race, ethnicity, and class. 
The focus goes beyond medical care to the social, economic, and other factors that contribute to 
overall wellness, and the multi-sector collaboration necessary to solve complex problems and bring 
about the system changes needed to make the region’s residents among the healthiest in the country.  

• Children, Youth & Families (CYF) Working Group: The Children, Youth, and Families Working 
Group at WRAG re-launched in 2016. The group is focused on understanding the needs of young 
people and families across the region and identifying how funders can best support the nonprofits 
that serve them.  

• Census 2020 Working Group: Recently launched, the Census 2020 Working Group focuses on 
leveraging the resources of local philanthropy and other stakeholders to ensure an accurate and 
complete census count in the region. Due to a number of factors, including lack of director-level 
Census Bureau leadership, the shift to online data collection, and the climate of fear among 
communities that are traditionally some of the hardest to count, the threat of an inaccurate census in 
2020 is very real. When children, people of color, immigrants, low-income families, and other 
vulnerable populations are undercounted, they are effectively made invisible.  Funders in this region 
have an opportunity to increase the likelihood that “everyone counts, and everyone is counted."  

• Affordable Housing Action Team (AHAT): AHAT works to support the production and preservation 
of affordable housing units, increase support for improved public policy and advocacy efforts for 
affordable housing for low-income workers and vulnerable populations, and educate the philanthropic 
community about the region's housing needs and effective solutions. From 2016 - 2018, WRAG and 
Enterprise Community Loan Fund led a unique effort to bring new capital to the region that preserved 
or produced over 650 housing units and helped to bring new investors to the impact investing space.  

For more information on WRAG, please visit: https://www.washingtongrantmakers.org/.  

 
OPPORTUNITIES & CHALLENGES FACING THE PRESIDENT  
 
Charting the Course for the Next Phase 
The new President joins WRAG at an exciting point of opportunity. In collaboration with the staff, board, 
membership, and other stakeholders, the new President will evaluate existing programs and identify ways to 
advance WRAG’s work to the benefit of its members and the broader Washington, D.C., suburban Maryland, 

https://www.washingtongrantmakers.org/news/loudoun-county-uncovering-needs-coordinating-response
https://www.washingtongrantmakers.org/ceos
https://www.washingtongrantmakers.org/


 

 

 

and Northern Virginia region. They will continue to assess infrastructure needs and possibilities of work in the 
region and identify gaps that may exist. They will contribute new directions, engage new members, and build 
upon WRAG’s working groups and successful programs, such as those focused on racial equity and 
affordable housing, to further increase WRAG’s value to its members and impact in the region. The next 
President will consider continued innovation in revenue models and opportunities, ensuring excellent, 
valuable programming that engages new members and increases giving and impact while sustaining and 
increasing the organization’s financial strength.  
  
Embedding Racial Equity 
The next President will carry forward WRAG’s commitment to embedding racial equity in all of the 
organization’s work. They will bring leadership to conversations that further the understanding of structural 
racism and its effects and support programming that promotes change towards a more equitable and just 
region. They will also lead in continuing to build equitable decision-making and internal practices, living the 
organization’s commitment to this work.  
  
Building Relationships and Networks 
The President will lead in the engagement of stakeholders in the region’s future, representing WRAG to 
members, the public, the press, policy makers, cross-sector leaders, and other key stakeholders. The 
President will be the primary developer of funds and friends, serving as an inspirational representative to 
reach out to new members and engage existing funders to support WRAG’s work and grow philanthropic 
giving in the region. They will leverage strong ties to foundations and corporate grantmakers and find new 
ways to engage individual donors in investment opportunities. They will build relationships with corporations, 
government, philanthropic, and nonprofit leaders to align sectors to ensure greatest impact towards a healthy 
community.  
 
Elevating Voices for Advocacy 
The next President will be a listener and convener, building upon the opportunity to be a trusted resource for 
information and data, community perspectives, and knowledge of local trends to policymakers and other 
stakeholders in the region. WRAG has the opportunity to play a unique and critical role on issues cross-cutting 
the Washington, D.C., suburban Maryland, and Northern Virginia communities and leverage the voices and 
resources of members to affect structural change for positive regional impact.  
 
Managing Team and Board 
The next President will manage, nurture, and lead a small but mighty team of currently three other full-time 
and four part-time staff members, many of whom have been longstanding members of the team and are 
deeply committed to WRAG’s success. They will build a strong partnership with the Board of Directors and 
engage board members as thought partners and advisors, effectively leveraging their diverse backgrounds, 
perspectives, and experiences. The President will develop annual goals, plans, and a budget for board review 
and provide regular financial reporting, analysis, and forecasting for board oversight.   

 
QUALIFICATIONS  
 
While no one candidate will have all the qualifications enumerated below, the ideal candidate will possess 
many of the following professional and personal abilities, attributes, and experiences: 
 

• Ten or more years of leadership experience with a track record of leading successful efforts to 
collaboratively build and implement strategic plans with significant positive impact on an issue or 
region; proven success translating vision into action and creating and implementing programs; 
demonstrated success developing and implementing innovative approaches, taking well-calculated 
risks, and being a facilitator of strategy and systems change dialogues;  

• Demonstrated success inspiring and leading highly talented and diverse teams, recognizing and 
building upon the existing strengths and knowledge and providing creative pathways for growth;  



 

 

 

• In depth knowledge of and networks in the greater D.C. region; personal or professional familiarity 
with the region and the critical issues facing the D.C., Maryland, and Virginia communities, both those 
that are unique and those shared across them;  

• Well-established success in respectful and empowering engagement with communities and a deep 
understanding of the historical contexts and nuances of power dynamics inherent in philanthropy; in 
depth understanding racial/ethnic realities; lived experience that informs an authentic understanding 
of the challenges faced by marginalized communities in the greater D.C. region; 

• Established connections to regional philanthropy are a plus;     

• Demonstrated success in convening, engaging, and building coalitions among a diverse group of 
stakeholders, including business, government, nonprofit, and community-based organizations and 
leaders to further efforts to advance racial equity and systems change while honoring a range of 
perspectives and viewpoints; experience creating and managing partnerships and collaborations 
towards effective outcomes and results;  

• Experience leading and facilitating purposeful and sensitive discussions to advance race equity; 

• Credibility and experience to connect WRAG to resources and opportunities outside the organization; 
a successful track record of raising money from a variety of sources and engaging corporate and 
individual donors as well as traditional foundations; 

• Experience with and demonstrated commitment to using a variety of advocacy strategies (legislative, 
communications, public education, and organizing) and an understanding of the role philanthropy can 
play in successful advocacy efforts; knowledge of the legislative process and the ability to engage 
with all levels of state and local government in a nonpartisan manner; 

• Strategic financial management experience in the private, not-for-profit, or public sectors; 

• A history of communicating effectively in writing and verbally, including excellent public speaking skills 
for both formal and extemporaneous presentations;  

• Demonstrated leadership in sound board governance; the maturity and wisdom to engage and 
leverage a board’s diverse knowledge and expertise to hone the organization’s strategic direction; 

• The ability to inspire collaborative decision-making while functioning decisively; flexible and well-
organized with exceptional interpersonal skills and a high emotional IQ; and a personal style that 
embodies humility, wisdom, and strength of character. 

 
TO APPLY 
 
This search is being conducted with assistance from Katherine Jacobs and Callie Carroll of NPAG. Please 
send nominations and/or applications including cover letter describing your interest and qualifications, your 
resume, and where you learned of the position to: WRAG-PRES@nonprofitprofessionals.com. In order to 
expedite the internal sorting and reviewing process, please type your name (Last, First) as the only contents 
in the subject line of your e-mail. All inquiries and discussions will be considered strictly confidential. 

WRAG is an equal opportunity employer that values a diverse workplace and an inclusive culture. 
Candidates of all backgrounds are encouraged to apply. WRAG values and welcomes candidates 
from a wide range of personal and professional backgrounds and experiences.  

NPAG is a national executive search and consulting firm dedicated to serving the mission-driven 
community. We partner with global mission-driven clients to deliver highly-tailored, innovative, and strategic 

senior- and executive-level search services. www.nonprofitprofessionals.com 

mailto:WRAG-PRES@nonprofitprofessionals.com
http://www.nonprofitprofessionals.com/

